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THE TOPOLOGICAL TREE
I*

Introduction.

In tills paper m shall develop a means

of representing a schlichtartj.se Rismarm surface R whose
only singularities are algebraic and logarithmic branch
points which project into a finite number of points of the
w* sphere*

This representation will be in the form of a

lino complex or topological tree as developed by Elfving
in liber Bine Klasse von Riemannlachen Flacher und Hire
tin if OCTisierung (I)
To see the possibility of such a representation sup¬
pose H is a Rieraann surface whose only branch points lie
over q points of the w-apfaere#

Lot L bo a simple closed

Jordan curve lying on the sphere passing through these j
points#

starting with any such point on L as a,

points consecutively as a,

*

}

•**,

*

label the

The region

which lies to the left of L when traversed In this manner
we shall call the inner region and the other region we shall
call the outer region*
a,
a

with 1, a, ax
P0

Label the arc of L lying between
with 3* **••*#. a^./a^

with q*

How take

in the inner region and a point F* in the outer

region and ^oin them with q curves 3, , s2 # ***,

which

cut the arcs of L labeled 1, 3, **■*$ q respectively| but
not cutting each other*

Each point of H over P0 and PA

is

■& Throughout this paper a Roman numeral in parenthesis
refers to the source which will be found in the bibliography*
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«

called a knot point of the surface and each curve in R over
84 will ^oln an inner knot point of R to an outer knot point
of B*

Such a curve is called a limb or ana on H*

Each limb

carries the same number as its projection on the plane*
One notices that from each knot on R there eminates
q arms.

With certain restrictions on R no two arms have

points in common other than knot points*

In tracing a

sequence of arms around an algebraic branch point we find
that wo return to the same knot point after passing along
a finite number of arms*

While tracing a sequence of arms

about a logarithmic branch point we never return to the
same knot point*
We ask to what extent this system of anas and knots
characterises the structure of R* We also ask under what
conditions a prescribed configuration of knots and arms in
the plane will define a surface R and, under those con¬
ditions, to what extent the properties of R can be deduced
from this system*

These questions will be answered In the

following pages*

2*

General discussion of the topological tree*

ological tree 3 of order

is

a

A

top¬

configuration consisting

of a finite or countably infinite number of line segments,
called arias or limbs* and their end points, called knots*
These end points fall into two classes, Inner knots and
outer knots*

Each ana has an inner knot and an outer knot

as its end points*

The arms have no points in common

other than knots*

Fro® each knot there eminates y

arms*

These arms are numbered consecutively in the counter clock**
wise sens© about an inner knot, in the clockwise sense about
an outer knot*

Each ana carries a number

t>,

i<%JS^.

It should be pointed out that strictly speaking, the
*

concept here defined as a topological tree is acre correctly
called a line complex* u tree being a line complete in. which
there are no closed polygons*

The terminology used here is

that .Introduced by Slfving in the work cited above .and this
terminology will be used throughout this paper*
we can think, of the tree as being made, up of stars;,
where a Star is a knot point plus q half arms*

A Star Will

be called an inner star or an outer star according as the.
corresponding knot is an inner knot or an' outer knot*
Figure 1 shows an example which illustrates the
method of drawing and labeling a. tree*
ar© represented as o

Hers inner toots

and outer knots, as x .

8 will be called the topological tree of the surface H
by the cut L if they are related as follows;

There Is a one

to one correspondence between inner knot points of E and
inner knot points of B, and similarly for outer knot points*
If two knot points of H are joined by a limb carrying the
number 71 then the corresponding knot points of B are joined
by an arm carrying the number

* and conversely*

The fact that under certain circumstances such a cor*
reepoadenee is possible is proved in the first two theorems*
For these we need the following definition*

h surface B is

schifchtartige if each simple closed Jordan curve on B dis¬
connects the surface*

We also need two facts from the gen*

eral theory of Rieraarm surfaces which are stated as lemmas
without proof!
Lemma 1*. If the closed curve K m H does not separate the.
surface 3 then any curve obtained by continuously deforming
K on R will not separate K*

Lemma 0*

If the closed curve K on B does not separate B

and if two points a. and c

of K are joined by an arc

on B, then either the closed curve
curve o-jzeef

or the closed

(see Figure 8) does not separate R*

Figure 2. .

a.£c

Theorem 1* £ .act of ^ points. a,, at $ «»* *

of ,j| eagre J»

■along with j| toooloffleal ferae 3 of order j determines a
echlfehfeartlre Bimnaim surface B whose branch point a are
over-.the, oolnt.a &„,*>=/,••,$* and whose topological'..tree fey
the eat l, jLjj S*

I* do floe a an inner region and'on enter region.* To
each Inner tenet of B order a copy of the inner region and
to-, eaeh enter toot, of 3 order a copy of the enter region*
For ^ brevity we will refer to these cop lea of the Inner and
enter reglonis ae half ebeete*

If two toots of 3 aro Joined

fey arms carrying the numbers t>*

(reduced and q)%

then'Join the corresponding half sheeta along the area of
JL which are labeled t*,

ZJ * t,

• • • J zi' #

Wo. will now see that %M lioraaim- surface la
sehliehtartige*

If the ■ surface were not sehltchfearfetge

there weald eisiefe a-oleaed carve c oh n which weald net ■
separate 1* This doted eurto would lie. in a finite num*!*
bar of half sheets Q,* Qi? »*#* C;<n of S and could be de¬
formed so that it would pass through no branch point of H«
A finite set. of points could to ehesea on

c so that between

any two ooneeouti^e. points of the set 0 would lie in at scat
.tee half .shoots* For 1st b6 -to any point of C*

c can to

defined aa a eeatiat&oae image of the--interval o<** /
withoorrespondlng to o*
cither direction and let by

starting trots h0 * trace 0 in
to the last point of 0 ouch

that the open arc of c between b0 and t>, lies in no more

than two half sheets#

That is, bt

is the point correspond¬

ing to the least upper hound of all £ which are each that
the arc of 0 corresponding to the open Interfax (otx)
in no more than two half sheets#

lies

Proceeding along Q let bz

be the last point of 0 such that the open arc of Q between
b,

and b2 lies in no more than two half sheets, etc#

we were to encounter an infinity of points bj.

If

before re*

turning to b6 * then in every neighborhood of a limit point
of this sequence C would lie in more than'two half sheets,
which is impossible since C passes through no branch points
of H*

Between two such consecutive points G could be tie*

formed in such a way that it crosses the «Jein of the two
half sheets in at most one point*

Hence 0 could be da*

formed into a curve Q* with the property that there are
only a finite number of distinct arcs of 0* lying |n each
•nor

half sheet Q; and by lemma 1 G% would^separate
R#

first consider Qf. Suppose it contains /i such arcs,

G

* « *■*■'*#. CJ^, *

*i

cut#

Join two of these arcs by a cross

One of the two closed curves formed by a part of C*
\

\

and this cross cut would not separate R by Lemma 2*

Tills

new ett'rsra. 0** would have at least on© leas arc in Q,

than

0*V We conld repeat this process as long as the curve ob»
tained has two distinct arcs in Q, .

Hence we could obtain

a carve which does not separate R and such that it would have
only on© arc in Q, .
half- sheets dz, *•%

How repeat the process for each of the
in order#

We would then, obtain a

curve which would net separate B and which would have at most
on© arc in each half sheet Qx i-i,.. •)(n,

This curve

could then be continuously deformed into a curve 8 made up
of limb curves on the surface*/

For convenience of notation

suppose B pusses consecutively through the half sheets
***> Q/m s would divide each half sheet Q;
into
two parts Q* * Q£* t labeled go that Cjt f=/, •• ,/m fit to¬
gether to form a band <Q*} on. one side of s end

Q*J i-\, ■ ■■,»«

fit together to form a band (%**■} on the other side of S*
2fdSS> since 8 would not separate. B» any point of Q»
could be joined to any point of Q** by a curve $* which
would net cut 8# S'* would pass through sheets other then
those of the bands Q* and Q*t
separated by s*

aince

these bands would be

Think of S1 as being traced starting In

Q* and ending in Q* * #

let Q*.

<3

be the last half half*

sheet of <£**) and Q* * be the first half half-sheet of (Q*1) .
through which s* would puss*

Those half sheets through

which 8* would pass after leaving 0.*Q*1 we denote by Tf , T^* **•, Tn *.

and before entering
The part of S* passing

through Q*. , T f 72 , ***, Tn * Qy would be a curve J
d
abutting on the two shores of S but hot cutting s* «J and
s would run through sequences of half sheets with no half
sheets in common except where Q*- and Q*» were parts of the
same half sheet, that is,

j-K

the curve J. could be

taken as a curve made up of limb curves running through
the half sheets Q^, T,, ***$ 'i\, Q^*
On the tree, 8 would correspond to a closed polygon,
/ / and *f would correspond to a polygonal line abutting on
opposite shores of 77 but not Intersecting 77 *
impossible*' ■' Hence R is sehlichtartig*

-his Is

This completes the

proof of Theorem 1*
Theorem S*

Each sohllehtartiee surface R whose branch noints

lie over q paints defines a, topological tree*
Taki; a simple closed curve t through the q points of
the w-plane and label the arcs of L into which L is divided
by the points, as before.
the curve over 1.

Out each sheet of the surface along

The surface is then separated into half

sheets*
First, think of the surface as formed in the following
way;

let B0be any half sheet*

let R, be the surface con**

slating of R* and all half sheets attached to R0 over L,
contains at moot ‘fort half sheets*

Lot

B(

be the surface con¬

sisting of M, and all half sheets attached to R, over L*
contains only a finite number of half sheets.

Let

R,_

be the

surface consisting of ®m-i
a/H_/

over L.

sheets*

R^

and all half shoots attached to

contains only a finite number of jhalf

Each half sheet of B will appear in some

*

Suppose n^ half sheets 'were added to to form
These half sheets we order

f

Q

***** #•

•

Thus the half

sheets of 1 are ordered Q0 * tl( # Q,t***** Q*» **»^iA_i**
in such a way that any sheet Q ^
faee R<IM_| *

as

;

of R is joined to the ottr-

Mow* to each half sheet of R order a Otar

, where

. is an inner star or an outer star according

/

is the copy of an inner region or an outer region*

l¥e will make the following construction and then show that
/

it is actually the- tree B*

First draw K0*

and Join the arms of K0 and K,

Next draw %>.,

which carry the numbers cor**

responding to the arcs of I* over which R0 and Q,

Join.

Similarly draw IC,^ . and Join the arms of K0 and K ,t which
carry the numbers corresponding to the arcs of I. over which
B0 and Q,

Join*

Finally* draw K,

and Join the arms of

K0 and K,

which carry the numbers corresponding to the

arcs of L over which Re and Q ^ Join*
figure B,*
K,

B,

Denote the resulting

represents the structure of E,*

Mart attach

to ©, by Joining the arms of Kl( to the arms of the

appropriate stars in B, in such a way that if Q3/ is Joined
to Q#. along the shores *>,

1

%*, Vii, - ^ of KX| and Kf^.

OJ*/, • ••, zi'

then the arms

are joined. In general* if

is Joined to H*,_, along the shores *»/»»*/,••• yx>/of Q^..,
then the arms

D,

*>+/,...

of IC*,. and K
j

~

4

are Joined*

10**

**

The resulting configuration of limbs and knots will
be a topological tree provided we can show that at any stop
in the construction two arias corresponding to the same cut
on H can fee joined without intersecting the part of the tree
already drawn*

This follows immediately fro® the fact that

the surface is schlichtartigo*

For if two arms correspond¬

ing to the same cat could .not fee 4oin0d then they would fee
separated fey a closed polygon*

On the surface this would

correspond to a closed curve 0 and a curve not cutting
which would .join points ©n opposite shores of O*

£

.

This Is

tmpossifel© since the surface is gchlichtartige*
Hence,, to each ochlichtartigo surface

a there corre¬

sponds a topological tree fey the cut I* and to each topo¬
logical tre# there corresponds a schllohiartigp surface,
such that the given tree is the topological .tree fey the.cut
L for this surface*
Since 1 is echllchtartigo, every closed curve on R
separates R into two parts*

if for every such curve the

boundary points of R all lie in the same part, then R is
simply connected*
Theorem 3*

A.

Otherwise I Is multiply connected*

necessary and sufficient condition that a,

achlichtartige surface H fee. multiply connected is that lts-J'
tree, eentelns a, closed polygon which separates- two Infinite
sets of knots*.
Suppose R is multiply connected*

Then there exists

■**ii«*

a

Closed curve-

K which

separates two boundary points

of B*

By continuous deformation of K and by inserting cross outs
^nat as before we arrive at a curve S composed of.limb
curves-which separates two boundary points of 8*

Sines S

is sohlichtartige S divides 8 into two parts B* and R* *« .
Wa will now show that each of these contains an infinity
of half sheets.*.
- ;./.v ;?he part 1* contains an Infinite sequence, of points
tending to a boundary point of R*

Sitnor R* contains points

of an infinite number of half sheets or there exists a half
sheet which contains

m

Infinite sequence of points tending

to a boundary point of R*

fhis Is necessarily a logarithmic

branch point over one of the points a
Consider the component of B abutting on this, logarithm

mips

branch point over a„ and lying evert Circle in the

w*piane about

w-

<*.v .

if this circle is sufficiently

small! s does not pass through the component of 8 specified
above.*,

fhis component contains points of 1* and hence is a

part.of »**

In each case 8*. .contains points of infinitely

many half sheets#

Since s rune through only a'finite number

of half sheets R* must contain an infinity of complete half
sheets*

similarly B*1 contains an infinity of half sheets*

All the bnot points on 1 except for the. ones on s. are
-separated Into two infinite setSt those on B*. and those on
!ri*

In the tree this corresponds to a closed polygon which

separates two infinite sets of knots*
Conversely* if there is a.closed polygon in the tree
which separates two infinite sets of knots then on the aur**
face there is a. closed carve S which separatee it into two
parts, E* and W *, each containing an infinity of knot
■

points*: Since a closed curve passes through only a finite
number of half - sheets each part contains an infinity of com*
piste half sheets*
if H were simply connected then, by the theorem, on
uniform! sat ion it could be mapped onto, a domain Hi
iz|<ij lzl<«>

or the-closed sphere.,

a would be mapped into

a curve s, which would divide & into two. .regions U\
Either

+i

and B* *,

tr ft^ + 8, would be closed, hence either ft* or

a** would be closed*

But this is impossible since both a* ‘and

contain an infinity of sheets*.

Hence the surface'is mul¬

tiply connected*.
If the surface ft is closed, that is* if it contains

■

only a finite number of half sheets then the tree contains
only a finite number of knots*:
tree is closed*

By analogy we say that the'

similarly., m say a tree is multiply con¬

nected if the corresponding surface is multiply connected,
S*

Sore precise gorreapondence between the structure of

the surface. and that of the toool&ffioal tree*':
Suppose we start fro® some knot point on the surface
over P® and trace a limb s„ to a point over P„ , then back
along St>+(

to a point over Pe and again along

to a point

over Px # etc*
after

/

loop*

We sill return to the original knot point

X

O<x«o»}.

loops

or neverf according as the

loop Ilea in a sheet smooth over

* encircles an alge¬

braic branch point or a logarithmic branch point#
|n the case of a smooth Sheet or an algebraic branch
point over a*, there will correspond in the tree a closed
"polygon11 with am even number,

§ of sides*,

the case

«s/ corresponds to a smooth sheet over 8„ » /*>/ to an
algebraic branch point over a*, *
cycle about

Since w/

sheets' .hang in

m algebraic branch point of order X * the corre¬

sponding polygon In: the tree will have z (\+i) sides in that
ease*. In the case of. a logarithmic branch point

over

a*,

■

there will correspond in the tree am infinite arm cycle*

.This forms a ''polygon1* which is not closed*.
•;

The sides are numbered' alternately -v and t>+f. There

are no arms on one side of the polygon#

1© will speak: of

these respectively as regular* algebraic and logarithmic
elementary polygons#

the Z sided and 2/* sided polygons

enclose regions .which-are free of knots and arms*

These are

■Called regular. and algebraic elementary .regions respectively#
fhe region defined by a logarithmic polygon which is free.of
aras is called a logarithmic elementary region#

I5y ’the

order of an elementary region we mean the order of the corre¬
sponding branch point#

We thus ham the following theorem
Theorem 4*

T& £&3fe. Amach mint pt ^rder x

MEEMMB&MM
MM jthem

s(x+/)

there

Mde^/ polygon; M each logarithmic branch

MSSSSSSS^P^

m. infinite arm eyelet to each point ■ -

* Mas MBS M MiBk M &
^Meh
jmpoi>k & p
them .earrsapoada ^ g aided mIvimm and conversely* •

smnx wwmmm mwmm
In the remainder of this paper we restrict ourselves
to til© consideration of simply connected Bicraann surfaces p
which possess only a finite number of branch points*

Let

p be the number of logarithmic branch points and r the numherof algebraic branch points:*

The order of the algebraic

branch points ©ill be denoted by
d*

L~

A..

Surfaces with no logarithmic branch points*
Consider the case where

p-o*

Each half sheet of;the

surface must abut on at least two algebraic branch points
for otherwise the surface would be the smooth w plane#' The
surfaee then must be closed since there are only i\. algebraic
branch points*.

If is the surface of the inverse of a rational

function*
. The topological tree 3 contains no logarithmic, r alge*»
brai© and perhaps certain regular elementary regions*

It

contains only a finite number of knots since the surface is
closed*

Moreover,, each knot of 3 must be the corner of at

least two non-regular elementary regions since each half
sheet of F abuts on at least two branch points*
Theorem 3*

If, n Js the number of shoots of the closed

surface F ,of ..gonus sero and if the order of the branch points
A;

«■

Mien

X- l

This theorem of Hiemana follows at one© from topological
properties of the tree*

If the plane of the tree is

projected atoroographioally on the sphere the elementary
regions* anas and knots of 8 define a polyhedron on the
sphere*

The knots of the tree will be the vertices of the

polyhedron* the arsis will be the edges and the elementary
■regions will be the faces*.

To this polyhedron of genus

sere with simply connected faces we can apply Euler* s
formula!
1- F-V + 8 = O
where E is the number of edges, F the number of faces and
¥ the number of vertices of the polyhedron*
Let n(a) be the number of points of the surface oyer
a point a. with algebraic branch points counted only once*
Then a(t)5n( the inequality holding only at points oyer
which there are branch points*

At'the points

n - HCa^ )

is the sum of the orders of the branch points oyer a„ *
is immediately evident that ¥ = En and E = nq«

It

The total

number of elementary regions is equal to the number of points
of the surface oyer the branch points and hence F=

nXa,,)*
1* st

Applying Euler’s formula we have;
nq - f_ E(a») - En + Z - °
nc/

2? j"hti:f

n(a«)] -

/v

or

8Cn-l)

“*

Z-K -

g

Cn-X)

which is f&emaim* e formula*
This completes the discussion of surfaces with no
logarithmic branch points*

1

** ?**

5*

Surfaces with p ( > o ) logarithmic branch points*
Wo turn now to the ease where p >o.

The Bieraann

surface is then open; its tree B consists of an infinity
of knots and arras*

it contains p logarithmic, r (to)

algebraic and perhaps certain regular elementary regions*
Suppose we start from some knot on a logarithmic poly**
gon of B and follow this polygon in one direction*

To be

definite take the direction which corresponds to going
around the corresponding branch point of F in a positive
direction*

That is., follow the polygon in -the direction

which leaves its logarithmic region E to the left*

The

polygon borders on the right regular* algebraic or log**
aritUmid elementary regions.*

Disregarding, the regular

regions we say that B borders on algebraic and logarithmic
regions*
Theorem 6,

.

tracing & logarithmic polygon. in 4 .given

direction there is

knot beyond .ishio.h the, corresponding

logarithmic region H borders on one and only one logarithmic
1

1

..region H *. The region H jyg pot necessarily the same. if the
polygon is traced in the opposite direction*
Since 3 contains only a finite number of algebraic
regions* in tracing the polygon we must arrive at a knot such
that beyond this knot H borders only on logarithmic regions*
If the theorem were not true then H would border on some
logarithmic region H1* along an infinity of sides of the

.18polygon bat on other regions along an infinity of sides as
well*

Thus between H and H** there would be an infinity of

closed polygons P*
logarithmic regions*

sinus there are but a finite number of
Each of these would contain only a

finite number of toots since the surface F is simply ccn*
nested*. Hence each of these polygons p*
algebraic regions*.

would enclose

This is impossible since there is only .

a finite number of such regions*
Theorem 7*

The 'number of logarithmic branch points is at

least two and' they lie over at least two different: points*
On the surface there is a logarithmic branch point
corresponding to H and one to B**

Since, after a certain

point the polygons defining H and H* have the same toots
then the logarithmic branch points corresponding to II and
Hi.involve the same half sheets after a certain one*

Hence

these branch points must lie over two distinct points*
The set of anas which 30 in two toots is called a
bundle,

Two bundles with a total of q arms numbered
*>

and iH-/, -v+t, •

■>,**

are called comoll,

mentary bundles-* ■ Two complimentary bundles .issuing fro®
the same toot form a double bundle*

From Theorem 8 ®e

'know that after a certain point the logarithmic regions
H and B* abut on the same toot points.

If two of these

knots of the polygon lying between H and B» are joined by
the bundle /•<+/,,**.*., then this induces the compli¬
mentary bundle v+i,

-P+I, .

..//t4 as the ^oin of the next pair

19aof knots in this polygon*

Hence two neighboring log¬

arithmic regions are separated by an infinite sequence of
‘double bundle©*

Such a sequence of doable bandies is

called a logarithmic end In the tree*

On.the surface this

Infinite sequence of double bundles corresponds to an in¬
finite set of half sheets which are alternately joined over
the aides . • •, x»

and n+i,*4t, ... ^ .

thus the

logarithmic branch points on the■ surface corresponding to
the regions H'and 8* arc over a^, and av *

This sequence

of half sheets on the surface is also called a- logarithmic
end in the surface*
...Consider any logarithmic elementary region. H, and'
follow its shore‘in the direction which leaves K, to the
left*

According to Theorem 6 there 'is a knot fi, A

beyond'

■which H, borders'on a single logarithmic region fl u *
Beyond

^»A

hit2. »

From K , x ‘ follow the shore of Hin the direction

H I

and Ht are separated by a logarithmic end

which leaves BA to the left*
which

HA

there is a knot K2/3

beyond

borders on a.-single logarithmic region 83, etc*

We thus obtain a sequence of logarithmic elssjootary regions
H, f

*** *

19b-

in

H,

O

H,

Ktf/t

«*/ \ / \
~oi

L

\ / \x

'.>-

X

\ X

Hj

Hz

K
°
**-,1
k

III

Figure 4.

t~*sl

Theorem 8*

The cycle H, , fi21 **»

Thai ia» l!p

cloaes af ter p steps*

and H, are separated by a logarithmic epd hptl •

Since B contains only p logarithmic elementary regions,
H, must appear again in the sequence after no more than p
steps*

Let us trace the shore of H, In the direction which

leaves H, to the right* Thette is a knot Kpj,
H, borders on Hp/.

i?e must show that Bp/ coincides with BP.

Trace the shore of U2
shore of Kj from Ki/3
from Kp*t

beyond which

from K,ti,

to &it3

, than the

to Ks<vr , ***, finally the shore of H,

to Kljt , thus describing a closed polygon

By the choice of the knots K. A.+/ !=/,••• y‘
on one side of this polygon

77

// .

the only knots

are knots belonging to the

logarithmic ends htjl , h2/} * *»*, Lp>, .

Since the surface

is simply connected the other side of this polygon contains
only a finite number of knots*

These determine a finite

-20**

number of closed polygons which correspond to the algebraic
branch points of the surface*

These closed polygons form

what will be called the nucleus of the tree*

If not all of

the logarithmic regions appear in the cycle H,, Ht,

t

Hp/

then there would be logarithmic ends other than !</,*» n^f'i
This is impossible since the only knots of B are in the log¬
arithmic ends I»fjl, LZiJ
on the other aide of

}

• *** Lp*;

77.

or among the finite number

Hence, ©very logarithmic elementary

region appears in the closed cycle H,, Ht, ***, Hp/ . That
is* Hp/ coincides with. Ilp*
We can collect the important results of this section
as a theorem*
Theorem 9*

The topological tree B jof j& simply connected

Rletaann surface with a finite number of branch points M
divided into the following carts;
1*

The nucleus which is made

of knots and arms*

of 4 finite number

UP

It contains all of the algebraic

elementary regions of 8*
2*

p logarithmic ends which .loin onto the nucleus

and which separate p logarithmic regions*
;

Two

ad.iacent logarithmic regions correspond to branch
points which lie over distinct pointa*

The number ^tv of logarithmic branch points over a, point
(vzit - ,ff)

is such that

.
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6*

Surfacea with logarithmic branch points oyer two points*
Suppose we further restrict ourselves to the considera¬

tion of surfaces whose logarithmic branch points lie over
precisely two points ax and a •

According to Theorem 9

0

/M < f

and /+j < £ .
.

ju

Bat /<<•

* hence

Then the surface has 8^

over

end ^

=£ ■

Lefc

logarithmic branch points,

over ay . There may also be algebraic

branch points and smooth sheets over &Aover the q-2 other points*

and &j

as well as

Let ua state this-result as a

theorem*
Theorem 10.

If. f jug a simply connected Biemarm surface with

a> finite number of branch points of which p are, logarithmic
'and if these logarithmic branch points lie over the two
points a .
~

jt ■

and a:

1

then p must be even and there .are ■p.repi.aely

logarithmic branch points over each of the pointe a •

and

a

; •

From the results of section 5 we see that B consists of
a nucleus and Byu

logarithmic ends which separate 8/*

arithmic elementary regions*

log¬

These regions correspond alter¬

nately to logarithmic branch points over ax-

and a^- .

The

logarithmic ends consist of the bundles numbered X + i,Att-t
and jt>, jti, •• • ,i .
Suppose m trace the boundary of a logarithmic region
B»!

corresponding to a logarithmic branch point over

in the direction which leaves this region to the left*

On

the surface this corresponds to tracing a curve made up of

limb curves about tbs corresponding logarithmic branch point
in the counter clockwise sense*

If

m

start at an Inner knot

m will follow m arm carrying the number x

to an outer knot,

then return to the inner knot by an ana carrying the number
x+(

and' then to an outer toot by an am carrying the number

ate*

thus., in tracing the boundary of a logarithmic region

corresponding to a logarithmic branch point over a 4- direction which leaves this region to the left

m

In the

find that a

bundle j + i, j + i ^ follows each inner knot, while a handle
A+i,A+if

...,

j

fellows each outer -knot*

Similarly, in tracing the boundary of a logarithmic

roeta .£)

omponttne to a lo«rltoto« point over

in the direction which leaves this region to the left TO
find that a bundle *>i, v+*,- ••
while a bundle

,-j

follow© each inner knot,

- ^ follows each outer knot#

4+1

R
Theorem 11*

rre

E

& surface with 4 finite number of filgeferale

branch points*, and logarithmic branch no lute .over nrcciecly
.two, joints a ^

and a .

has fit moat j. finite fiUfabey; of. ^ofiS-h

8fa.eeta over each of the saints av

p.fad a^- ,

X

Ho regular elementary region appearing in one of the
logarithmic ends can have sides carrying the numbers i and
x4i

or j and ^>/.

Hence, no regular elementary region

appearing in one of the logarithmic ends can correspond to a
smooth sheet over a;

or ay .

That Is, the regular elementary

region corresponding to a smooth sheet over either aA or ay
must appear in the nucleus,

There are only a finite number

of knots in the nucleus, hence only a finite number of reg¬
ular regions. - Thus there are only a finite number of smooth
sheets ever the points a;

and ay .

Theorem IS#.. I£ the orders of the r algebraic branch point a
A

are X./\x

* then

£ X* = ^ *y“~i

the total number of smooth sheets over a;

where m is,.
and a•

plus the

total number of .sheets hanging about algebraic branch points
over ax

and ay , and,

is the number of logarithmic branch

ja.ei.nta. ..ever each of the no Inis a^- and ay .
Suppose we form a closed tree from the nucleus of B in
the following way*

Cut each logarithmic end in the middle of

the first bundle numbered y*f,y+£ ,* , x .

The outermost

knots are alternately inner knots and outer knots*
results from the remarks following Theorem 10*

Coin the

corresponding free arms of two neighboring knots*
for® a closed.tree I*

This

Wo thus

This closed tree corresponds to the

surface F formed by cutting the logarithmic ends off of F
and then joining the resulting free •shores of F just as the
free arms of 3 were joined to fora B.

Wx — 2, —o
*
S
0== *

%

W
I
// X\

-

,'•?

4''
I

*3
//

x
//

Fxo^ure (o.

.Let ft be half the number of knots of B and 1st 5 (a*)
be the number of elementary regions in B corresponding to-.
the point av. S contains all of the algebraic elementary
regions which ware in B*

As-before we let r bo the total

number of algebraic branch. points with orders xk ,
Let r,-

and

KSI,---,*..

bo the number of algebraic branch points

over ft; and a^-.

Finally, let i

smooth sheets.over a;

be the total number of

and a^ .

Recall that the correspond¬

ing regular regions were in the nucleus of 8, and hence in B#
We now apply Euler’s formula to the polyhedron formed
by projecting § on the sphere*
tices and

T_ n(afe)

Thor# are nq edges, &a ver¬

faces on this polyhedron*

V--,

E*nq F=

%

J_

2>~t

ft(aw)

V = 2a

fhe» according to Euler’s formula 1
nq- ^ nCa*) - 2n -*■%-=-o
Cq -B)n~2- hCftp) + 8 ®

0

lisr

or

/['[p~ n(au)J

HCaJ - 2

That is,

«»S5*

As before n-HCa.,,5

is the sum of the orders of the algebraic

branch points over

.

The left hand side is the sum of the

orders of all algebraic branch points except those lying over
a ; and a^-

2i
where the deleted sura

x

«

-

Z n(av) - 8

4l- • * ^
"PS

d

k in

Z X

branch points not over a*

the sum of the orders of the

and &• • The sum

Z. &{&v)

is

equal to the number of elementary regions of B corresponding
to smooth sheets or algebraic branch points over
In Joining the 3/A

and

&j .

free ends in pairs to fens B we added/**

regions corresponding to smooth sheets or algebraic branch
points over a;

and one region (the exterior of B) corre¬

sponding to an algebraic branch point over sy- . Thus in 0 we have % + ry
/U+l

algebraic regions* J? .regular regions and

regular or algebraic regions corresponding to smooth

■sheets and algebraic branch points ever
l\K
n

J IK =

+

and

.

Hence

VJ+J?+•/*+!-£
V

Z\K+

n

+ n+/y*-l

*" £>/ i
= 21/XK+O + iy«.-/
«c*«•»«/
1
But / (1* + )
is the total
number of sheets hanging about
algebraic branch points over a^
Then

/t

Zi

~ ^ +/**■-/

*=/
which proves the theorem*

and a •

bet Z(x“^+*

7.

Construction of ja surface with prescribed branch noints»
We have seen that for every simply connected Bi eta arm

surface with f logarithmic branch points
(1) /f-u t %

f

where

branch points over av

is the number of logarithmic

XJ= ii2.J

* • v^.

We also saw that if all of the logarithmic branch
points lie over only two points a^

and a^ then they are

equal in number over these two points and
(2) T.\K * Ai ■+ /Xj'+yU-t

where the sum is taken over all algebraic branch points which
are not over a-

or a--.
/

How* suppose we are given
a, * a*.* *.»f t
<>o)

/Axj

above#

q points of the w plane

, and corresponding to each

. /iv.

That is

>c^-",
< £■

integers

which satisfy the two conditions
where *> =

i

«zf

/<i> =o for ^4*,j

and/<* =/«^

=/*?O

then

21 'M

or if

'

- A,- *• /y +.^4* - /.

. The problem is to construct a simply connected Biemann
surface which has yKu .logarithmic branch points and r*>
6))
algebraic branch points of orders X,Cu)/ • ••,
over aVt •»* /,•••,

Tak© a curve L through the q points and number its arcs
as in section 1.

Since a topological tree of order q along

with the curve L and the points a, , afc* ****

determine

a Biemann surface our problem is reduced to that of eon*
structing a simply connected tree of order q which has^*,
logarithmic and rv

algebraic regions ordered to the point a.^ .

The algebraic regions are to be bounded by
polygons

<-

Av> ,

C%A )

2( \i +1 } sided

Let q be the number of points over which we arc to have
logarithmic branch points#
First consider the case where
Draw a star with q anas*

q> 3.

Group the arms into bundles

so that the angular openings will correspond to points over
which the logarithmic branch points lie# This is don© by
separating the anas i and
lies over

A-M

if a logarithmic branch point

, as shown in figure ?*

Onto eaob bundle attach

Rgure T.

its complimentary bundle, etc* , to fora <J logarithmic ends*
An example for q = 3

is shown in Figure &*

o
L

/#
k

k
X

o

F-i $ure 8.

We thus have a tree B, with q logarithmic elementary
regions to which the q logarithmic branch point© are ordered*
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algebraic elementary region corresponding bo a„
and bounded by a 2(+ i )

sided polygon can be inserted

in 8, as follows*

>.

since q

3

there is certainly one

logarithmic end of 8, which separated two regions not cor¬
responding to a„nrma

*>, uti

Consider such a logarithmic end £,».

will appear in the same bundles of

since the

regions separated by this logarithmic end do not correspond
to a* .

Take a bundle KL of this end which contains the

arms **

and « + /

and cut it at L*

Croup the arms sminating

from K iftto two bundles &Li and Kb*,
anas numbered *»

in such a way that the

and »♦* are in different bundles* '"suppose

wo attach a string of double bundles to L,» the first* bun¬
dle of the string being the compliment to KL, and suppose
wo attach a string of double bundles to L*. * the first
dl© of the string being the compliment to KL*..

3

z

X
/

K

3

3
%

Figure 9.

hm.*

Tbs fro#
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ends can then be Joined to L.

If

double bundles were

inserted between K and L then they fora a Z($\i) aided poly¬
gon which corresponds to an algebraic branch point of order
over av.
The number of double bundles in the succession attached,
to Lf is immaterial and the number in the succession attached
to Lx

(ti)

is immaterial except that their aura shall be Xx ,

Hence this construction is not unique#
The resulting tree has the same logarithmic ends as 8,.
We can continue Inserting algebraic regions In the end 1^,
until we have an algebraic region corresponding to each
algebraic branch point over a^.
By repeating this procedure for each av -aswe
arrive at a tree Bx

which has q logarithmic regions and

algebraic regions corresponding to’all of the given algebraic
branch points#
Thera remains only the problem of constructing the re¬
maining p-q

logarithmic regions*

suppose there remains

to be constructed a logarithmic region corresponding to ap!
which is not in the tree Bx already constructed*

As before

there is certainly one logarithmic end of Bx which separates
two regions not corresponding to a ^ .

Take a bundle

as

of

this end which contains the arras %> and vft. Split this bundle
as before to form two bundles 83 ^ and BS t.

Onto each of

these attach its complimentary bundle Bl'ft and SxTx . Onto
each of these attach its complimentary bundle* etc*, to form

-sotwo logarithmic ends which enclose a logarithmic region
bounded by arms carrying the numbers *v

and u+i.

This

region then corresponds to a logarithmic branch point over

Pc^ure 10.

We can continue splitting off logarithmic, regions corre¬
sponding to logarithmic branch points oyer

au

as long as we

can find an end which separates two regions not corresponding
to logarithmic branch points over

then this operation

is completed we may or may not have produced in the tree log¬
arithmic regions corresponding to all the logarithmic branch
points over av.

In any event turn to the point a

and

construct as many of the^^logarithmic regions corresponds
ing to logarithmic branch points over

oL^t

as is possible In

the same way*
We continue considering the points
a similar manner*
tion when

m

in succession in

We do not necessarily terminate this opera¬

reach a point aw

already considered because

logarithmic ends introduced in the construction of logarithmic
regions corresponding to logarithmic branch pointa over
present the possibility of constructing additional
logarithmic regions corresponding to logarithmic branch points
(/*>•»)

over a.y.
' ■ V-.

Ws shall now nhow that all of the logarithmic regions
are eventually obtained by this method*

First* notice that

it can fail only for one point ay . For if it falls for two
points ax-

and ay then each logarithmic end would border

bn ibgarithmio regions corresponding to logarithmic branch
points over

and ay .

that is* each logarithmic region

of the tree would correspond to a logarithmic branch point
over either aA-

or ay .

But we started with q logarithmic

regions where q > 3 • Hence the tree would contain all of the
logarithmic regions corresponding to the q points except
for the point ay. ■ And each logarithmic end of the tree
would border on a logarithmic region corresponding to a
logarithmic branch point over ay-

that is, exactly half

of the logarithmic regions of the tree would correspond to
logarithmic} branch points over ay -

If there were still a

missing region corresponding to a logarithmic branch point
over ay

then /<y>-£ which violates the given condition on

the branch points*
We now consider the case where q-2. . Let these log**
arlthmlc branch points lie over a*’ and ay •
Draw a star and group the arms into two bundles
A+I, j+i, - • • ,y and p+b /**# Onto each bundle attach
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its compliment, etc*, to form two logarithmic ends separat¬
ing two logarithmic regions which correspond to logarithmic
branch points over points a^Except for the

and

+ 1^-

aj-

algebraic regions correspond¬

ing to the algebraic branch points over

and a^- , we can

construct all of the other algebraic regions by inserting
doable bundles in the two logarithmic ends just as was done
in the case where q

2. s

.

Each of the double bundles

which we insert borders on one of the two logarithmic regions#
Also* as was noted previously, we can distribute these double
bundles in an arbitrary manner to border on which ever log¬
arithmic region we choose#

Since

can require that at least r^

£ X* - A*

we

+-nj •+,*<-i

double bundles border on the

logarithmic region corresponding to a^-

and at least

tj

double bundles border on the logarithmic region correspond¬
ing to

ax

•

Each of the r*

double bundles borders on the

logarithmic region not corresponding to a logarithmic branch
point over

.

Hence, one bundle of each of the r^

bundles contains the arms

and

*

*-M.

An algebraic region

corresponding to an algebraic- branch point over
inserted here just as before*

double

can be

We can thus construct the £•

algebraic regions corresponding to the algebraic branch
points a^.
rj

Exactly the same construction applies to the

double bundles each of which borders on the logarithmic

region not corresponding to a logarithmic branch point over
aj

and on an algebraic region not corresponding to an alge¬

braic branch point over

.

We have now constructed all

33

#•

**

of the algebraic regions*
Of the

double bundles which were inserted we

still have at least ^-z double bundles each of which borders
on a logarithmic region and an algebraic region not corre¬
sponding to a branch point over a^these double bundles*

or

.

Look at one of

Suppose the logarithmic region on

which it .borders corresponds to a logarithmic branch point
over

ax

and y+z .

.

Then one of its two bundles contains the arras

j

Cut the arms which lie between the logarithmic

region and the interior of this 2 sided polygon*

Onto the

free ends attach complimentary bundles to form two new log*
arithmic ends*

These enclose a logarithmic region corre-

spoking to a logarithmic branch point over a,-.

Tb* orig-

ihal logarithmic region which corresponded to a logarithmic
branch point over aA*

has been replaced by two logarithmic

regions corresponding to logarithmic branch points over a*and one corresponding to a logarithmic branch point over ay
That is* we have added two logarithmic regions, one corre¬
sponding to a logarithmic branch point over and one to
a logarithmic branch point over ay.
construct the remaining/A-\

In this manner we

logarithmic regions*

We can state the results of this section as a theorem#
Theorem 13*

A, oiaply connected Bl.emann surface with a, finite

number of prescribed branch points can be constructed if and
only if ithe. branch points satisfy the condition

(1)

or in case the logarithmic branch points lie over two points
(s)

Z" Xu - ^ +^j’ t/W" ^

The const motion is not unique.
S* The tree for the surface defined bar z(w) - Vlog w .
Until now w© have thought of the surface as a given
configuration, of. sheets over the w*»plane or, as in section
7> defined by a prescribed set of branch points#

now take the function 2<w)= Vlog w

We shall

and consider the surface

which this function maps conformally onto the finite a^plane*
The surface is simply connected since its image by the fane*
tier, is simply connected*at

since has a simple zero

z - o and no other gems there is an algebraic branch

point of first order over w - l .

There are two tracts of

determination O for the function w/=a2 one containing the
positive imaginary axis and the other containing the negative
imaginary axle*

There are also two tracts of determination •<*#

one containing the positive real axis and the other the nega*
tive real -axis#

Then, according to Iverson (II)

there will

bo two logarithmic branch points over \*r-o and two over
We can take the cut L as the real axis*

MTSOO.

The upper and

lower half sheets hang together over the segments
(o,\ ) and (i,oo)«

and 00•

Lot a,* ©v and a3

be respectively ,o, /

Let us draw the inner and outer knot points ©ad limbs

on the surface.
The half sheets of the surface are mapped by the function
onto certain regions of the 2-plane separated from one another

»3b~

by images of JtUi) = o.

Impressing w in its real and isasgi*

nary parts wo have

_ _ **•
The loci for the image of

x*• 2-«'xy
J({^)s.o ©re "the curves;

2.K*I =s*Tr,
The point© z which correspond to \*r= i

are given byi

2

A N/
1

i * e.i

(**X* -")«#*,co*-*K% = /

(^LA1 y ~ X'T'TT

or
That is* the points a which correspond to nr®/
points of intersection of the hyperbolas

are the

-v*r and the lines

y~t*. Am 3? tends to infinity on either end of

a.3*
-i

tends to O
tends to oo.

and as £

tends to infinity on either end

*
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e©

R<jure 11.
The knot joints and limbs of the surface are mapped
into a set of points and curves in the plane which can obvi¬
ously be deformed into the line complex indicated in figure
XI*

This is the topological tree for the surface since by

the mapping function there is a one to one correspondence
between knot points on the surface and the knot points on
the 2-plane and similarly for the arms*

Also, the line com¬

plex does not cross itself since the configuration on the
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surface does not cross itself and the function

is

uniform*
We see from this example how the topological tree
for a surface defined by a given mapping function can be
drawn when

m

know the images of the half sheets In the

emplane, and the points which are mapped over the branch
points of the surface*
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PAST III

SURFACES DEFINED BY A CERTAIN CLASS OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS.
In the remainder of this paper we shall concern our¬
selves with the study of surfaces which are the map of the
2,-plans fcy a certain class of entire functions.

This will

be done by determining a group of transformationa under which
a function of the class is invariant.

It will he shown that

this group is properly discontinuous and a fundamental region
for the group will he determined*

The 2-plane will b© paved

by images of the fundamental region by transformations of
the group and the tree for the surface 'will be constructed
from this paving*
Consider the function <^&)r$9Hthere ^(2) is a polynomial
of degree p :

• P*-p. This maps the 2-plahh on

an infinitely many sheeted surface £ over the

plane*

To.

locate the algebraic branch points of this surface set
ipk) = y'(z)= o .
V,
Since

Let the distinct roots of (p'<z) = o be

• • • ,**. ; * ■£ p - /

and

the multiplicity of

is a polynomial of degree ***,+/>«,.*..»• +

The surface then will have an algebraic branch point of order
/yyi^ over the point <P^ ■= ip(i;•) . !=/,•• ;n. The function
never tahes the Value o or 00 } hence? according to Iverson (II)
there will ho logarithmic branch points over aero and infinity*
Soma of the points iPt,¥x)-",y.k may coincide*

This

happens in case two or sore algebraic branch points lie over
the same point*

Designate the distinct points of the
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(^-plane over which, there are branch points by *i
One notices that (pfe'iztyti)where 2* is any branch of
the function 2%) defined by y(i') = $(i)+ZiriK far any integer K
In order to get precise Information concerning the
images in the 2-plane of the half sheet's of the surface § ,
we shall study these transformations which leave (fUt) un¬
changed,

To study these transformations m will make use

of some results of Lucas (HI) concerning the geometry of
polynomials which m shall state without proof in the fol¬
lowing section*
9,

Geometry Qf polynomials*
We shall consider the transformation of a line

St of

the w-plane by the relation \*r-^6) =

+<y. Let

h, K, "■ ,7n. k® the distinct roots of

.

is the multiplicity of the root &

then /»«,**•<•.+ '»•

If
*A^a=^>-/.

Let $(%).
The image x
branches*

The

of the line 9 consists of p hyperbolic
asymptotes are concurrent and divide the

s-plane into 2p equal angular openings.

The angle between

the two asymptotes of any one branch Is an odd multiple of
. in case

St passes through a point

branches of \

thon two or more

will intersect at the corresponding criti¬

cal point and have distinct tangents there*
Suppose ft does not pass through any of the points <%• .
Let -a bo the sura of the orders of the algebraic branch
points over points cx in Tf^}on& of the two half planes

defined by £ and let ^ be the ana'of the orders of the

connected infinite regions#

The Images of ~f[u

aad

*

IJM

tend to fill oat the £^ equal angular openings defined by
the asymptotes of

Between any two images of one half :;; n

plane Is an image of the other*

These facts are illustrated:

for:-ht;■'■dimple case in Figure 13*

Figure ±2,.
if all of the branch points lie over points on one side,
of $ then the half plane oyer which m branch points lie will
be transformed into p simply connected regions while the half
plan© oyer which all of the branch paints lie will be trans¬
formed into a single infinite simply connected region*

The

curve x which bounds these regions will consist of (° dis¬
tinct branches, one in each of the alternate angular openings.
See Figure 13*

—

X

If

is displaced to a position parallel to its orig¬

inal position ?4th all of the points over v?hicb branch points
lie remaining on the same side as originally then X

will

undergo a (non rigid) displacement with its asymptotes re¬
maining unchanged.
Let
on

X-

X

be rotated through an angle

Restrict the rotation so that

over which branch points lie*
images of

pt-

The branch of X

$

<*

about a point

i:

will meet no points

Let

be the

passing through

will under¬

go a (non rigid) displacement which may be described as a
pivoting about the point
totes of X

through the angle <*.

The asymp¬

will rotate about their common point of inter¬

section through an angle ~

in the same sense.

An was pointed oat above , when the line Jt passes
through a point cx of order'**,- the image curve x ^as

a

double point at the corresponding critical point| and in*
dead,

/ curves cross forming equal angles of
. If we think of traversing the line j? passing through

a point c;

the image path actually experiences an abrupt

change of direction at the critical point producing a cusp
with the forward and backward tangents making an angle of
with one another#

The '»*;♦/ intersecting curves can

be thought of as a piecing together of the

cusps.

Z(/»M+I)

When the line Jt passes through one or more of the
points Ci let/A and -t> be the sum of the orders ,/m. * of the
remaining points

in each of the two half planes.

image of the half plane

TL

The

will contain two or more

regions whose boundaries have cusps at a common critical
point.
gone#

These regions comprise what we will call a star
A set of regions which abut on various critical

points to form star sonsa will be called a gone#
this terminology, the half plane

TT/A

Using

is transformed into

■**+« distinct sones, each comprising one or more star nones#
The half plane

TL

is transformed intoJU+I distinct genes

comprising one or more star stones#
We now turn to the study of the transformations defined
by $ (i0 = yot) +

ZIT* K.

iable & by letting

We shall introduce an auxiliary var¬
pD.

10«

The surface of the Inverse of i»r=qfel.*
By

>v=Jfe)

the

I -plane

general conformally on a f>

is mapped one to one and in
sheeted v*surface,

Let the /9

branches of the inverse function be eo,^), u)x(ur)t • • •
Let the distinct roots of g'6)-o be y,, r*., • • •
and

A*J;

s\<p-t

the multiplicity of fc. /wt.+zm,* • +/»nA=p-iLet C.‘ = $GrA).

The branch points of the w-aurface lie over the points
c

f ,x= f*, A.

and nr- e* is a branch point of order f>-i.

Some of the points c,tcXt..- , cA

may coincide*

To construct this Biemarm surface* spread p sheets
ever the w-plane and out each along lines extending to in¬
finity to the right from each point

Let the sheets be

denoted by 5, t S’* • •• jS^tsheet SA- bearing the branch u^fyr).''
Consider the cut extending to the right from Cj.
each branch of

M(IS)

the upper shore*

Continue

across this cut from the lower shore to

If the analytic continuation of u)^(ur) is

then the lower shore of £ is Joined to the upper shore
of ^ along the cut*

If the continuation of <*£6*)is still

t*L(u») then the sheet S* runs smoothly over this cut*
longer consider this as a cut for the sheet

Be no

>S^ .

If this procedure is repeated for each sheet* the
closed Hiemann surface for z-u(ur) is obtained*

Bach of the

■ ■ * The material of this section was taken from some
unpublished notes of F* E* Ulrich.

cut sheets S^. Is a simply connected domain*

It is mapped

one to one and conformally on a simply connected domain
of the

£-plane by

Rj£

u>^ (ur).

If g&) is written g(i)- u(x,y)+*ir(x,p

the boundary of

R/ is made up of arcs of all or some of the loci?

y(xjp= J(cj)

y-'r-j*-

The domains ^thus defined along with the
image of the cuts coyer the
lapping#

A$

the region

approach©a

the point ur on

the corresponding point
point of ftj.

/rplane completely with no oyer-

*

in

R/ will

a cut

from

'below*

approach a boundary

Let such.boundary points be added to Rj to form

j^. .

This sjeans that in considering the sheets of

the surface, the points of the lower shore of a cut are in**eluded a® points of the sheet but those on the upper shore
are not*

Likewise. in

the images in the

***plane of

images of points of lower shores are considered
of the image .region while images
are not*

of

sheets,

as pointa--\

points of upper shores

A critical point will be counted as a point of

each of the regions

R^ which abut on it*

Each point of the proper

jj-plane belongs to one and

only one of the regions Rt} RZj • •

thus defined, with

the moeptlon of the critical points each of which may be
counted as belonging to each of several regions
point at

RA-.

The

co is a boundary point of each of the regions

but will not be considered as a point of any of these
regions*

RA

*»4S*>

0y the

of the- facte stated In section 9 we can now

R», Rz,‘"s %/°-

got a fairly complete description of the regions
Let JL be a line on sheet

of the surface , parallel to

the real axis* and such that all of the branch points lie
below it*

fine image of J?

of a curve X

by «•><(*>) will be one of the branches

described in section 9*

taining none of the points

Let the half sheet con**

be denoted by d and its image

by Si ■ The region «£ is the infinite region bounded by X*
which has no point of the complete locus \ in its interior*
The asymptotes of X* define an angular opening of
this be denoted by

see Pi gore 14*

Mow let X be a point of
lie to the right of the line
to

X

Let

X

Let

rotate about

X

X

such that all points cj

throughX and perpendicular
through a positive angle

bringing it to coincide with X". Labe the image of Xr
which lies on \L. The image x" of X"

by^M

is obtained

4*48**

fey a .pi?sting of X* about ^ through an angle of f.
The asymptotes of XA" are obtained .by rotating each' asymp«

d* lathe
, the imago of dK by

tot© of \i through a .pool live angle
half sheet to the left of

Jt^

•

is the Infinite region bounded by xj
tain’ any. images of

Jl"

If

which does not eon*

in its interior*

t' be s point of J" each that all points cy ■
f
are .above the itee Jt* through i and perpendicular to &*
Let T/ be the image ©£ t* which lies on j£ and A'.
the
image of yf' by *>rfur). lie® let
rotate about X* through
..Let

an angle of ^.
of

A"-

through an aa^e of -£

-The asyiaptotes

are obtained, fey rotating each of the asymptotes of ■

of
X"

about zT

The eurvs x'* t» obtained by a pivoting

through

m

aa|£M* of ^ .

It’ Jt*

below f' and cf ^ its image fey <4 to),

is the half sheet

&!

i# the infinite

region bounded fey x/ which has no part of the image of
in its interior* the asymptotes of
maguituds

\f define m

£f

angle of

3L adjacent to A± . It will fee denoted, fey .

f
How let

Jl

.fee moved* keeping it parallel to the real

sxia.f until it fails along the uppermost out of the sheet 3^.

\x will undergo a displacement but the asymptotes
will remain fixed* When J falls along the cut* the branch

The curve

X* will pass through those critical points

Xj which corr©«

spend to the branch points over cy lying: on that cut*
curve

The

\ will no.longer have a continuously turning tangent

47-*

*•

but at each ^ there will be a ouap such that the two limit¬
ing positione of the tangent form an angle of ^rrj,
There will be one or several such cusps on i; according aa there are one or several branch points on the cut
along which

X

Ilea.*

They will occur m the portion of XA-

exterior to £"•
How let X" be moved keeping it'perpendicular to Jt
until it passes through that point over

c

j on S+ whose real

part in less than or equal to the real parts of all other <y.
The curve

will undergo a displacement but the asymptotes

remain fixed#

In its final position .>£ will present cusps

of the same nature as those of XA-.

Z- and %l .

They will lie between

Thors will be one or several such cusps accord¬

ing aa there are one or several branch points on X'' in-its
final-position*
Then let

Xf

be moved, keeping it parallel to the real

axis until it passes through a branch point of

whose

imaginary part is less than or equal to the imaginary parts
of all other branch points on 5*.
The branch

in its final position will have the

same asymptotes as It had originally, but will now present
cusps of the same nature, as those on X* and
all lie on the portion of

.

they will

exterior to S/' and there will

be one or several according as there ar© one or several branch
points on X* in its final position*
The map of the portion of 5A
left of Jl" and below X'

lying above X

is now complete*

to the

It is a simply

48-

connected region bounded by a single continuous curve run¬
ning

trm °o

oo.

to

.This curve, is composed of a finite

number of analytic area*
these arcs*

Cusps may occur at the join of

The two infinite traces of this curve are hyper¬

bolic in nature, the asymptotes of which are the outer sides
of-the adjacent angles

and

& f.

The Image of the portion

of 5/ id question is that region bounded by this curve* which
tends to fill out the angular opening defined by

1%

and

A?.

still remains to study the map of the atrip lying

between the extreme upper and extreme lower' cut of the sheet
Consider the map of the strip between any two .consecu¬
tive cuts#

Let

9.tn

be a line of the sheet S*-

parallel to

the' real axis 'and lying between the two cuts in question*
The image

of

£m bpt%(ur)

will be a hyperbolic branch, one

of the asymptotes of which is the line dividing angles A«'
and

A<.

; The other asymptote will, be a line which makes an

angie-with the first' which in magnitude is an odd multiple
of ^ •
flow if

A*"

is moved* keeping it parallel to. the real

axis'until it coincides with either of the cuts Immediately

\'J' will

above it or below it

totes will remain fixed*
iting position of
tian of the plane*

A!"

y"

be displaced, but its asymp¬
corresponding to cither lim¬

will present cusps in the finite per*

But the atrip between two cuts will he

mapped on, a strip of the

£

-plane lying between two curves

asymptotic to the same line, and this line makes an angle

.

with the line separating A; and

which is an odd multi**

A/

pie of -p •
Inch strip of

S*

between two consecutive cuts adds a

tongue of the nature described above? to the domain 1?/.
It is. now possible to summarise the. above'results and dee#
cribs with some precision-the nature of any one.of the do*
mains R/.

it is an infinite simply connected'domain

hounded by one or several curves which are hyperbolic in
nature*

Each curve is made up of..a finite number of analytic

arppiJ- The curves may present cusps at the 3.0ia of these arcs*
let -the ‘-angular opening of consisting of. Ax and A; be
denoted by

A,

this, portion of

. The domain
R/

K;

tends- to fill out

Ax.

from

lying in.A^ may emanate''one- or more. .

tonguee abutting on the point at o

o

■

The two curves form*

ing. the boundary of any one such- tongue are both asymptotic
to the same line*, and this line .makes .an angle .with the. line
dividing Ax and Ax which is an odd multiple of
The.regions

Ry

are formed from the domains

•

R/

by &d*

joining to each certain boundary points as specified earlier*
These regions

^ together so as to cover the z **piane

completely with no overlapping*

Between two regions

R*

and Rj . lying in adjacent angles Ax and A^- there may Or
may not be a tongue of © third region

.

F\^uve 15.

11*

tfee mm pf t ran sfomailons >
To consider th© t ran sfo rmat ion a of the z -plane into

itsoil take my point z of the z<*plane*
in Rj , the Image of the sheet
for 2-cj(ur) by. the branch V^'

S

J

suppose z ■ lies

of the Hiemann surface,
t uf he the value oorr©**

©ponding to z by ur- g(i).
let Ko be a fixed integer and consider $(■*')' f$+2/r+K*
or letting w*- gdO consider ^'= ur+Zn* Xa. By the/» branches
of* u>(ur) there will be on© Image z't of ur7 in each of the
regions Rj ,

Now let ^ be a fixed integer osAai/®-'-

There Is on© point z' in the region < 3 +n°
reduced mod ^ ) •

shall be

fhtis, giren the integers K0 and r»0 , to ©abb
there corresponds one and only one point £'
true that two distinct points z,
to the same point 2'.
and 2r.
2, c Rj

2

It is also

and 2^ cannot correspond

For consider tm distinct points 2,

If they lie in different regions ft. • that is,
madefy where then 2/* RjtA0

2^'c R^t/to
with £*/.

with j+*0 ^ 'k+A,
If 2,

Hence 2/

and 2, belong to the

ease

end

cannot coincide
region R^-

are distinct and w,*-tn+Ko4 tJi*X**ke>

then uT, - £(ii) and urL -

Hence 1 since the map of Sj on

by ^ (ur) Is one to one

this shows that for a given pair of Integers /f0 and
no

there is established a one to one gap of the 2 **plane

on itself*
Hence * w© hare- defined a transformation Tt^Ko)
onto

the 2*pian©/| itself*
for each integer

A

We can define such a transformation

, o<

A

<p-i and for each K.

fhe transformation T(n, k

ban he described as follows?

fo a point * corresponds p points 2^ , • ■,/>
by - §(i) + inAk‘

defined

let 2' be that point 3^

which lies In 1^-f* **
Theorem 14*

of

fadneed mod^> } Rso,tittzt>»

A-ot 1,

The set of tranofanaations c/.- 77A,K) %orm: & srono*

Suppose we hare two
Suppose 2-^z'

by

T(A^

'TTA^K'J

and zf-^2" by If

then 2'* where . • Therefore ?"*/?^>A/tAt
and $2')-y(i')+XTt+Kx .

Hence* if then z*V

^+/V#-A,

aEt

^

-52*»

$(l")=-2®+2ir+(Kt+Ku), *,-#74. reduced mod p
*o

o < n<>< p-\.

formation j(«.

this is exactly the result of the trails-*
K,+Ki)

Therefore

J(*,,K,) • Tfai>Kj t of.

Suppose we have the transformation
carries ?'-> 2''

la an inte^r

If z'< Rj

T(JX0K,)

then 2"e ^+At

which

and yk'O^frO+ZnxK,

Consider the image j?"' of 2" toy the transformation T
Therefor© *'" * Rf+A^f-n, ■

Rj+*, •

or y"<? Rj • and
since ur=gn)

2TT*K,

Th

at is

-%(2')

7"'*

fyf/0

Bence z'^2'"

and ^(ur) establish a one to one correspondence

between Rj and Sj.

thus

T<r».r Kjis

the inverse of T fa, K,)

Therefore * given any T* c? there exists an Inverse T ' * c/
Consider T(°,o).suppose ?-*> z/ by this transformation*
If zt Rj

then and y &')*£<$.Thereforef by the above

argument ^52 •

lienee

contains the identity trans¬

formation*"
Consider

[TKK.)

• T(*v, have seen that

TK*,) T(*»,Kv}= if****, K, +K*.) .

Therefore,

[Tfa,, K,) Tfa^Kt)J• TK3) = Tfa+n^tKj ■ TfajjKj) -Tfa*r'*+*3, K.+Ki+K}).

Now consider

T(A,Tfa,Kx)

T(nhK3)=T{A*+n},

Therefore T(nt,K)[Tfo>.,Kj-T(»3Jk1)'] = Tjf^. Mt-f A3) Ki +Ki+ /^).
Thus fTf/t, #t).TT'NKiijTfa,/$) = 7T>t,, K1)/Trfo,Aj)j.
Hence t the set of transformations fora a group.#
A group is. said to be properly discontinuous if in the
region of definition of the group there exists a point zQ
and a circle f

centered ©t *0 and lying in the region so

that all transformations of the group other than the identical

transformation carry

outside f“.

Thoorem IS*

c7" la1 tarooeriy dioeoatlrmoua.

The groan

see Ford (IV).

Lei *o toe an Interior point -of one of the regions /?^ •
Koto that for any tranefosiaation .T(*s K) where n& (mod /»)
the point 20 is carried into a point" ?© where *</ does not
lie in /?^ • ■ Hence if we take a circle about 2© sufficiently
small so as not to contain any' boundary points of 1?^' then *©'
is outside this circle.

Hence we need only to discuss those ■

torch sfc Nations - J(OjK)

K*0>

Again take ?o interior to Rj . then will toe
an interior point of Sj •

fake a circle C

center at

all points of which are interior to 5^ and with'radius.less
than 7> •

the image f# of C toy *>](•*) will toe a simple closed

curve defining- a region in

with

Hence there is a eircle T

in its interior*

center at ** and. lying in f~■

U©w* for any transformation under. consideration*
the transform of 2a,

will lie In ^ tout since w-^ (i£)-^do)i£rr*K,

will fee exterior to C j
and time exterior too. Pa circle T,

T0>JK), K&JBO

center at

hones

2/

will toe exterior Is l~#

finis, there ■exists a point

2©

and

, so that all ~T(*,*)*(/ ether than

T(o,o) carry 2® outside f• Hence C/ is properly dis¬
continuous*
A region*; connected or not*, no two of whoa© points arc
congruent with respect to a group and such that t-ho neigh- . •
toorSiood of any point on the boundary contains points eon*
gruent to points in the given region is called 'a fundamental

region of- the group*

see Ford (P/),

■-Consider the line of St ,

(urfclwfo whCrr© K» is a

positive integer so that £nK» 1© greater than each
fhe transfers of this line fey

u>/ur) will he the 'branch of v(x,y) *ln fo which lies in R».r
where £(*) -

tAir(x^).

it runs from infinity to infin¬

ity and lias a continuously turning tangent at all points*. ■
Its asymptotes %r& the sides of A,. The- transforms of
ct(ts)-2r(/{o-n) will te a curve of the nmm nature*

fhtse two

curves define a strip region lying in Aj , the ends abutting
on infinity*
two ways*

Thus infinity is a boundary point aoeesaffelo in

flits region. Is the transform, of that part of 5

,.

hy 2>trfo< 2ir(fo+i} fQ this region adjoin tfee
points which are transforms of - the points on ol(u) =Zrr(Xo+iX
Sail this semi-closed region Q.
fheoram 16*

th® aeml*closed a trio region

Q |8| ianda*

mental region for the groan of

Hots that

Qc I?, yhom®

no two points of

0

are con*,

gruent"with rasps at to the transformations T0*,x)with *** %
for* each point of

Ri

is carried into a point of

Rt

+A . ••

HoWf If ns* let s* be a point of Q. b) is a point of
5* in the stripf?/rAtf<tfs infa-t-i}- ur0*XirK<where AV*.

will

not fee a point of 2n/ca< v <iv(Ko+>). Consequently */ (which
lies in i?,

since /*=<» ) will not fee a point of Q.

Mew let
f~

2-0 be a finite boundary point of O

and let

be a circle centered at z0 tilth radius €?o and con#

tatned let /?,. the point «/<»= ^ft,)will be a point of 5,
or» x£(u;)= Suite, or
by u/=^&)

J}(U>)-2IT(K*+I).

The circle

f"

lying

will be transformed

into a simple closed curve C in 5, defining a

region'' S of "'which ufc is-an interior point*. Thera will be
points of 5 exterior to 3-nK0i ^(J)<2-n(Ka+i). Let un/ be ouch
a point*

let c' be a circle centered at u/J so that all

points in C are interior to C but exterior to a^^o+O.

By suitably restricting the radius of C' it will be
transformed into a circle C" lying entirely within
2JTK0 S Jl(ur) <-371 (Koti) by or'W-lw* (or urLts+xn*, if

\s=u+%n K0X }„
curve

By

, c"

in OU

is mapped on a simple closed

r" all interior points of which will lie in Q. C'

will be mapped into a closed curve

r' all paints of its

interior being points exterior to Q and in T

Hence*

points in f" go into points in P/ by T(°*>) or TCo,-i).

therefore.. In each neighborhood of any finite boundary
point there are points congruent to points in Q. Th© same
type.of argument applies for the point at infinity*

Thus Q

is a fundamental region for

ll&pjcsa i?*: JM; JEE§ M, MB iBMmmui'jsilsa Q M c?
MBS, .MmMssMm MM-m mmMMsMm
Let 2o ha any point ©f the plan© not in Q.
may or may not be equal to i )«
Jt(ur0) <

■■
-Suppose;

Suppose 2n

K'<

where ur*= Consider the transformation

Kc>-%').Tala carries z0 « into

-4+»

z

with g(2o)-y(it>)txv«(K0-K').Then - <4 (&„)+ ln(K*- K') where
kro'=2(2o')m&lirK'<eJl(tSo)$2v’(K'+i).

Therefore

iTTK' + X-n(Ko-K') < cj(br0j < JLTT(K'+<) + XTT(KO~K,)/

or

XTTt\> <

d foj} <1JT(K*+I). Hence The inverse

transformation Tdrf, K'-Ko)

will carry Q into a region

which covers the point ?0.

Thus the images of Q

by C?

completely cover the plane,
.To show there is a unique transformation which carries Q
to a position covering ?o, suppose to*
choice for the parameter n of TCo,/fj.
integer ^-/

There is only one
It laust be the

in order for points-of j?(

to be transformed into points of 1?^.
two transfonaations which carry- Q
2b..;. That is, suppose ?J*K
TU-> ,K, ). and ,
Then £(£<>) =

and hence of Q

Suppose there exists

Into a position covering

. Is transformed- late ?•

is. transformed into ?«,

+17K K,

t

and

by

by K,.) ,
^ gfr/J- p&J

•5?~

Then dfy^')]^Xrr(Kr^) where / K,~Kx( > / .
^

t 2.7r- But from this we see that it is is#

possible for 2/ and */' both to lie in Q
transforms Q

Therefore

because u/~

into a strip of width 2n>

Hence, the images of the fundamental region Q

by cf

cover the £-plane completely with no overlapping*
1B»" The Riemann Surface*
; :

To each'point

a point

2'

of the

2

in Q congruent to

For these points
function (f{z)

-plane there corresponds
by a transformation of cfr

2

^ gU'j+ZtrlK.

Hence (f(z) ~ $(&).

The

then takes on its complete domain of values

in the region Q
of ot.

2

or in any copy of Q

suppose w- m

for

2,

by a transformation
and in Q.

Then

g(zand since both points lie in 2t-*x.

Thus

takes on every value except sera and infinity once and
■

only once in each image of Q 'by transformations of
Therefore 1 the image of each of these regions by (p(z)

■

is

a■sheet of the Hiemann surface fo;r 0).
To see how’ these sheets are cut and hung together we
will look at the map in the

(f -plane of the curves separat¬

ing the images of Q by transformations
other*

~T(^JK)

from each

By ur- &&all but a finite number of these curves are

transformed into the lines t((u>)*2nK> The remaining finite
number of curves are transformed into the parts'of the lines
Which extend to infinity to the right fromcj. By
Cj^je^all but a finite number of these lines of the i^-plane are
transformed into the positive real axis*

The remaining 23aes are

58-

-

transformed into the lines (p= J(cj)
to infinity*

in*

To each image of Q in the
the

extending from

?-plane order a copy of

(p -plane with cute along the lines described in the

preceding paragraph*
certain curves in the
OT/ihe

If two images of

Q

are joined across

g -plane then the corresponding copies

^-plane are joined across the map of these curves.*:;' -

In case the image of a out of a sheet of the surface does not
appear as a boundary of the corresponding region of the
i'ltpiane,. the eat is resealed for this sheet*
Since all but a finite number of the images of Q

in

the g-plane have as their only boundaries carves which corre¬
spond to J}(ur)=2nK all but a finite number of sheets have
the positive real axis as their only cuts*

These hang to¬

gether to fora jLf> logarithmic ends* The finite number of
sheets are connected algehraiely* A precise knowledge of
thisconnection depends on the location and orders of the
branch points of the surface for W~=£fe)’One notices that the surface for tfS) is not cut in a
manner which complies with the notion of the topological tree
as. discussed in the earlier sections of this paper*
■-- Consider the finite set of images of Cp in the
which abut on critical points*

2--plane

The totality of these regions

fora a connected region ft whose boundary is made up of */*
curves which are images of the positive real asis of the
w-plane*

To each of the images of Q there corresponds a

sheet of the Rlemann surface.

These sheets are hung to¬

gether algebr&ioly over the outs irm

to o»

as described

above anti form a surface with <2^> free shores over the posi¬
tive real axis ( p free upper shores corresponding to the
i* f-v/9

f> _ boundary curves in,

7°

*y®8 3*0W6r chores

corresponding to the p bottadary curves in AJ , *•=/,•■•
■ Lot us 4oln the lower and upper shores which correspond
to the curves in A •

and A! i=i • •• * .

The resulting

closed surface is then simply connected, for topologically ■
this .-is mapped onto ft with the curves in Ax and
identified with each other*

One ones that this is topolog¬

ically a sphere with ^>+/ points removed#
ing the closed surface p+t

A/

However* in form¬

points arc added over sera and

infinity which leads to a one to one correspondence between
the closed surface and the sphere*

Thus the closed surface

is simply connected*
Suppose now we bairn a simple closed Jordan curve
in the

L

uT-plano which passes through the projections of the

branch points and in particular contains the positive real
axis as m arc of L .
the points

The curve

L

then passes through

as defined in the introductory remarks

at the beginning of Part 111*
We can now draw the topological tree by the cut L
for the simply connected closed surface as was done in sec¬
tion 4*
The Riemann surface for (p(e) is formed from this closed
surface by cutting each of Ita p

sheets along the posi¬

tive real axis.and attaching lo garit teatc ends *

The topological tro© for this surface osa be .obtained
from the tree for the closed surface by .cutting the anas
which 50la two knots cbrfeaponding to two half sheets joined
over the positive real axis and them by attaching logarith¬
mic ends- to each of these*
The topologies! tree cun aloe he obtained as in the
example of section 8*

The character of the images of the
1

inner and enter half sheets is new apparent from the dieouasitm above*

The boundary of a half sheet sxcludlng the

positive real axis runs from o to co .
then run from

00

to 00

Its image most

with one branch asymptotic to the

bisector of A^ and the ether branch asymptotic to the .
line separating two adjacent regions Aj and Aj+/. This
follows immediately from the considerations In section 3.0*
For, there it was seen that the Image of a horizontal line
extending to the right to Infinity is asymptotic to the
bisector of a A* while the image of a horizontal line
©^tending to the left to infinity ie asymptotic to a
bounding side of a A;.

But the Image of each half sheet

abuts on the image of the real axis only eae©; hones the
imago of the boundary of a half sheet (excluding the posi¬
tive real axis) is a curve -which runs from <*>
is asymptotic to the bisector of

to

00

and

and a boundary of A*- .

For tho-ao sheets which abut on algebraic branch points the
images will of course pass through critical points In the
Z'rplane*
The topological tree can then be drawn as in section 8*
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